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Abstra t

This report introdu es onstraint-based text realization, a te hnique for
text generation based on logi grammar, whi h diers from most mainstream approa hes in being non-modular and stru ture-driven. It is argued that this te hnique provides a simple, exible and e ient alternative to traditional methods when generating texts of limited variability
and sensitivity to ontext.
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Introdu tion

The business of natural language generation (NLG) is to
programs

onstru t

omputer

apable of produ ing natural language texts or utteran es from some

underlying non-linguisti
ation of text is

representation of information.

As far as the gener-

on erned, most present-day NLG systems divide the gener-

ation task into three fun tional steps along the following lines [Reiter 1994,
Reiter & Dale 1997℄:
1. Text planning
2. Senten e planning
3. Linguisti

realization

This usually results in a methodology whi h
 be ause the spe i ation of

an be des ribed as

ontent-driven

ontent (the planning) pre edes the spe i a-

tion of stru ture (the realization)  and

modular

 be ause earlier steps are

assumed to be independent of later ones.
In this report, we des ribe an approa h to text generation whi h, by
an be hara terized as

stru ture-driven  be

as it were pre edes the spe i ation of

ontrast,

ause the spe i ation of stru ture

ontent  and

integrated  be ause it
text realization,

ollapses the dierent fun tional modules into a single pro ess of

onverting a generation goal into a surfa e text without using any intermediate
representations. We
the key

ause

onstraint-based grammar formalism, where senten e

stru ture and text stru ture
where semanti

onstraint-based text realization be

all this approa h

omponent is a

an be des ribed by the same kind of rules, and

onstraints on the underlying domain of appli ation
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an be

in orporated into the rules, making it possible to use these
the realization pro ess.

onstraints to guide

Moreover, the formalism permits the integration of

dierent realization te hniques, su h as

anned text, templates and traditional

grammar rules, in a exible and e ient manner.
The te hnique of

onstraint-based text realization was originally developed

for multilingual generation of job adverts on the World Wide Web.
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It has

sin e been applied to the generation of weather fore asts involving both text
and graphi s and to the generation of CVs in multiple languages, but in this
report we will sti k to the generation of job adverts as our example appli ation.
This appli ation is introdu ed in se tion 2. In se tion 3, we present the grammar
formalism and exemplify the dierent kinds of rules that

an be expressed in

the formalism, and in se tion 4 we dis uss the algorithm used to apply grammar
rules in order to

onvert a generation goal into an a tual text.

Despite being more limited than traditional planning-based approa hes to
natural language generation, we believe there is a large

lass of pra ti al appli -

ations where the integrated, stru ture-driven methodology of
text realization provides a useful, and in some

onstraint-based

ases even preferable, alternative

to the more orthodox approa hes, and part of the purpose of this report is to
try to

hara terize this

therefore

lass of appli ations more

arefully.

In se tion 5, we

ompare our approa h to the more traditional three-step ar hite ture

outlined above, pointing out dieren es as well as similarities. This provides the
ba kground for a dis ussion, in se tion 6, of the limitations of
text realization and an attempt at

hara terizing the

whi h it is best suited. Se tion 7 summarizes our
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onstraint-based

lass of appli ations for

on lusions.

The Domain of Job Adverts

In the following presentation, we will assume a very simple appli ation
of three main

onsisting

omponents:

1. A database of job va an ies,

ontaining information about various proper-

ties of jobs, su h as type of job, lo ation, edu ation requirements, salary,
et .
2. A sear h interfa e where the user

an sear h the database for spe i

jobs

that he/she is interested in.
3. A generator that prints out a short des ription of any job mat hing the
user's query, des ribing the type of job, lo ation, edu ation requirements,
et . a

ording to the information

ontained in the database.

The sear h interfa e will largely be ignored in this report, but before we

ontinue

we need to say a little more about the job database.
In a realisti

appli ation of this sort, the job database will allow a ne-

grained spe i ation of va an ies through the use of up to one hundred dierent
attributes

on erning su h things as requirements of edu ation and experien e,

working hours, type and duration of

ontra t, age requirements, language skills,

1 This

work was arried out within the proje t TREE (Trans European Employment),
Language Engineering proje t LE-1182 of the European Commission's Fourth Framework
Programme (Telemati s se tion). For a presentation of the proje t, see [Somers et al 1997℄.
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salary, appli ation pro edure, et . [Multari & Gilardoni 1997℄. In what follows,
we will restri t ourselves to a small subset of these attributes that will nevertheless be ri h enough to allow us to illustrate our approa h to generation. This
simpli ation is only for expository

onvenien e; the generation system that we

have a tually implemented for this appli ation handles the full set of attributes
used by real employment servi es ( f. [Ellman

et al

1999℄).

Moreover, the database entries will be given in a logi al notation, whi h

or-

responds to the logi al database interfa e of the generator, rather than to the
underlying (relational) database itself. The point of having a logi al database
interfa e on top of the a tual database is to make the generator independent
of the spe i

implementation details of the appli ation database and to allow

the denition of more
base

omplex logi al

onstru ts in terms of the simple data-

on epts. For example, this allows us to introdu e entities whi h are only

impli it in the appli ation database but whi h need to be made expli it in the
semanti

representations of the generator. This will be exemplied in se tion 3

below.
To exemplify the logi al database representation, here is a very simplied
representation of a va an y for an ar hite t in the
(1)

ity of Göteborg (Sweden):

job_type(173,120).
lo ation(173,'Göteborg').
edu ation(173,7).
experien e(173,2).
salary_amount(173,20000).
salary_ urren y(173,'SEK').
salary_rate(173,3).

The number 173, o

urring as the rst argument in every

identier of the va an y in the database.
the va an y

The rst two

lause, is the unique
lauses spe ify that

on erns job type 120 (`ar hite t') and that the job is lo ated in

Göteborg. The next two

lauses state that the edu ation requirements are of

type 7 (`higher se ondary edu ation') and that at least two years experien e
is required.
(20,000),
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The last three

lauses spe ify the salary with regard to amount

urren y (`SEK') and pay rate (`per month').

Grammar Rules and Constraints

A key idea behind our approa h to text generation is the assumption that information about text stru ture and information about phrase stru ture
represented in the same formal framework, whi h in our

ase is a

an be

onstraint-

based grammar formalism. The formalism itself is presented in se tion 3.1, while
se tions 3.23.3 illustrate how it

an be used to en ode aspe ts of both phrase

stru ture and text stru ture.

3.1

Formalism

A grammar rule has the following format:
(2)

C0 :S0

!

S S1 ; : : : ; S S n #

Constraints

3

:

where Ci is a synta ti

ategory, Si is a semanti

representation, and ea h S Si

[

℄

has the format Ci , the format Ci :Si , or the format W1 ; : : :; Wm , where Wj is
a word form.

#

2 The hash symbol (

set of domain

) is used to separate the rule body from a

onstraints, whi h in our examples will take the form of logi al

onditions on the appli ation database (mediated through the logi al database
interfa e).

If the set of

onditions is empty, the hash symbol may simply be

omitted.
The grammar formalism used in our framework belongs to the tradition of
logi

grammar ( f.

[Abramson & Dahl 1989℄) and readers are sure to noti e

the similarity between our formalism and that of Denite Clause Grammar
[Pereira & Warren 1980℄. It is thus important to note that the
semanti

ategories and

representations used in grammar rules are really logi al terms, often

ontaining variables that will be instantiated through uni ation as a result of
verifying domain

onstraints in the generation pro ess.

3.1.1 Synta ti Categories
Besides traditional phrase stru ture

ategories, su h as senten e, noun phrase,

prepositional phrase, et ., extended with synta ti

features to handle agreement

and similar phenomena, our grammar makes use of text stru ture
These

ategories may be appli ation-spe i , su h as the

ategories.

ategories `full ad' and

`one-liner', whi h we use in the generation of job adverts, or generi , su h as the
ategory `text', whi h is our name for a plain paragraph of text with no spe ial
formatting requirements.
Text
used to

ategories are similar to traditional synta ti
lassify

ategories in that they are

ontentful entities, i.e. entities with a semanti

However, we also permit synta ti

representation.

ategories whi h la k semanti

representa-

tions and only refer to the formatting of texts, su h as `line break' and `bold'.
Some of these

ategories (e. g., bold) take the form of fun tors, whi h

applied to other synta ti

ategories (with or without semanti

an be

representations).

3.1.2 Semanti Representations
The grammar formalism in itself does not impose any
of semanti

onstraints on the format

representations. In the examples below, however, semanti

repres-

entations will normally take the following form:
(3)

sem(Type,Val)

where

Type is a semanti

of semanti

type, and

Val refers to an obje

t of that type.

3 The set

types used in a parti ular appli ation will normally be dependent

on the underlying domain. For example, in generating job adverts most of the
semanti

types

orrespond to `slots' in the database of job va an ies, su h as

job_type, lo ation, edu ation_type,

and the semanti

odes used to ll those slots. Thus, a noun like

ar hite t

values are simply the
will have a semanti

representation like the following:
(4)

sem(job_type,120)

2 We represent surfa e
3 Again, we follow the

strings as lists of words, using the Prolog list notation.
notational onventions of Prolog in letting variable names begin in
upper ase and onstant names in lower ase.
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where 120 is the
The semanti

ode for `ar hite t' in the database storing va an ies.
type system used for generating job adverts also in ludes fun -

tor types that may be used to

onstru t

example, given the two simple types

omplex types from simpler ones. For

job_type

and

lo ation,

omplex type where, e. g., the job type is restri ted to a
(5)

urs in the semanti

in Göteborg , where the stru
(6)

an form a

rest(job_type,lo ation)

This type o
the

we

ertain lo ation:

representation of a noun phrase like

ture of the semanti

ar hite t

value mirrors the stru ture of

omplex type:

sem(rest(job_type,lo ation),rest(120,'Göteborg'))

3.1.3 Generation Goals
A generation goal in this framework is simply a synta ti
able semanti

ategory with a suit-

representation. Thus, the goal of generating a full ad des ribing

va an y 173 is represented as follows:
(7)

full_ad:sem(va an y,173)

3.1.4 Domain Constraints
Domain

onstraints atta hed to grammar rules provide the ne essary link between

semanti

representations and the underlying domain model (or database). The

basi

idea is that a grammar rule

an only be applied if its asso iated

are true in the domain, whi h in turn requires that

onstraints

onstraints

an be evaluated

during the generation pro ess. Exa tly how this will be done depends on the
parti ular appli ation, but in appli ations where domain
database

interfa e ,

onstraints amount to

onditions, as in the job ad appli ation, we dene a

logi al database

i. e., a series of bi onditionals stating the satisfa tion

onditions for

onstraints in terms of the underlying appli ation database. For example:
(8)

8X,Y

job_type(X,sem(job_type,Y))

,

db(job_type(X,Y))

This bi onditional states that an obje t Y of type
of va an y X i the database relation

job_type

job_type

is the job type

holds between X and Y. In

the logi al database interfa e, we also have to dene satisfa tion
omplex semanti
(9)

onditions for

types, su h as the `lo ated job' type dis ussed earlier:

8X,Y,Z

lo _job(X,sem(rest(job_type,lo ),rest(Y,Z)))
db(job_type(X,Y) ^ db(lo ation(X,Z))

This is a good illustration of the way in whi h the domain interfa e

,
an be used

to introdu e obje ts that are only impli it in the appli ation database, su h as
a lo ated job", but whi h are needed in the semanti
generator, in this

Göteborg.

representations of the

ase to dene the semanti s of noun phrases like

5

ar hite t in

3.2

Phrase Stru ture

In the following se tions we will now exemplify the use of the grammar formalism to en ode dierent aspe ts of the syntax and semanti s of texts. We will
begin at the level of traditional grammar, i.e.

the level of phrase stru ture.

Consider the following rules:

n(N):sem(rest(HType,RType),rest(HVal,RVal))
n(N):sem(HType,HVal), pp:sem(RType,RVal).

(10)

pp:Sem

(11)

!

p:Sem, n(_):Sem.

The rst rule says that a nominal
tures) whose semanti

!

onstituent

4 (with

ertain agreement fea-

representation is of the type `head + restri tion' may

onsist of a nominal expression (with the same agreement features) denoting
the `head obje t', followed by a prepositional phrase expressing the restri tion.
The se ond rule says that a prepositional phrase may
followed by a nominal expression, where both

onsist of a preposition

onstituents inherit the semanti

representation of the mother. Now, suppose we add the following rules in order
to provide lexi al material for the phrases in question:
(12)

n(sing):sem(job_type,120)

(13)

n(sing):sem(lo ation,S)

(14)

p:sem(lo ation,_)

!

!
!
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[ar hite t℄.

[S℄.

[in℄.

These rules say that `ar hite t' is a singular noun denoting job type 120, that
any string S is (potentially) a singular noun denoting lo ation S, and that `in'
is a preposition (heading a phrase) of type lo ation. Given these rules, together
with the previous ones, the noun phrase in (16)

an be generated from the goal

in (15):
(15)

n(sing):sem(rest(job_type,lo ),rest(120,'Göteborg'))

(16)

ar hite t in Göteborg

3.3

Text Stru ture

As already mentioned, we assume that the same kind of rules that were used in
the previous se tion to des ribe phrase stru ture

an also be used to des ribe

the stru ture of larger text elements, at least for the simple kind of texts that
we have been dealing with so far. As a rst and almost trivial example, we give
the rule for a `one-liner' job ad:

4 Note that we do not make any ategori al distin tion between noun phrases and nouns (or
`n-bars') but instead rely on semanti information to ensure that rules do not overgenerate.
5 The framework itself does not require that the lexi on be spe ied by means of terminal
produ tions in this way. In fa t, in the implemented system for generating job adverts,
lexi alization requires lookup in a separate term database. But for ease of exposition, we will
ignore the distin tion between grammar and lexi on in what follows.
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(17)

one_liner:sem(va an y,Va ) !
n(_):Lo Job # lo _job(Va ,Lo Job).

This rule says that a one-liner des ribing the va an y Va

Va

(where the variable

will be instantiated to the unique identier of a va an y in the database)

an

onsist of a nominal expression with the semanti

provided that it is true in the
is the `lo ated job' of

Va

representation

Lo Job,

urrent state of the domain (database) that Lo Job

. Suppose, for example, that the database

ontains

the following fa ts:
(18)

job_type(173,120).
lo ation(173,'Göteborg').
edu ation(173,7).
experien e(173,2).
salary_amount(173,20000).
salary_ urren y(173,'SEK').
salary_rate(173,3).

Given the generation goal

one_liner:sem(va an y,173),

we may use the rule

above (together with the phrase stru ture rules from the previous se tion and
the logi al database interfa e from se tion 3.1.4) to generate the `text' in (16).
As a se ond example, let us

onsider a greatly simplied version of the rule

for a `full ad':
(19)

full_ad:sem(va an y,Va ) ! heading1(n(_):Lo Job),
heading2(['Spe ifi ations'℄), text:sem(spe ,Va ).

This rule says that a full ad, des ribing a parti ular va an y

Va

,

onsists of

three elements, the rst of whi h is the same kind of noun phrase that appears
in a one-liner, but formatted as a rst level heading.

The se ond element is

the word `Spe i ations', formatted as a se ond level heading, while the third
element is a text whose

ontent is a spe i ation (`spe ') of the va an y

Let us now see how the spe i ation text
(20)

.

text:sem(spe ,Va ) ! text:sem(edu ation,Va ),
text:sem(experien e,Va ), text:sem(salary,Va ).

The rst element of the spe i ation text
is

Va

an be further expanded:

on erns edu ation requirements and

overed by the following rules:
(21)

(22)

text:sem(edu ation,Va ) ! bold(['Edu ation:'℄),
omma_list(n(_)):Edus, line_break #
setof(Edu,edu ation(Va ,Edu),Edus).
text:sem(edu ation,Va )

The database

!

[℄.

ondition asso iated with the rst rule

any edu ation requirements
is so, the variable
terms of integer

he ks whether there are

onne ted with the va an y being spe ied. If this

Edus gets instantiated to the list of requirements, expressed in

odes ( f. se tion 2), whi h be omes the semanti

of a ` omma list', whi h is a text
as argument  in this

ase the

representation

ategory that takes another synta ti
ategory

n(_).

` omma list' is a list of items of the argument

7

ategory

The intuitive idea is that a

ategory, separated by

ommas,

orresponding one by one to the items on the semanti
rules for expanding

omma lists look as follows:

!

omma_list(Cat):[Sem℄

(23)

representation list. The

Cat:Sem.

!

omma_list(Cat):[Sem|[X|Y℄℄
omma_list(Cat):[X|Y℄.

(24)

6

at:Sem, [','℄,

The se ond rule for edu ation requirements is needed for the

ase where there

are no edu ation requirements asso iated with a va an y, in whi h

ase no text

at all should be generated.
The se ond element of the spe i ation is about experien e requirements:

text:sem(experien e,Va ) ! bold(['Experien e:'℄),
['at least'℄, N, ['years experien e'℄, line_break #
experien e(Va ,Exp).

(25)

!

text:sem(experien e,Va )

(26)

[℄.

The rst of these rules is a good illustration of the ease with whi h
` anned text' and `templates'

an be integrated into the grammar.

o- alled
Sin e the

pattern `At least N years of experien e' is invariable, ex ept for the value of
N, there is no need to use grammar rules to generate that phrase, although it
would of

ourse be possible to do so. Other examples of

anned text o

ur in

the headings for ea h item of the spe i ation (`Edu ation', `Experien e', et .).
The third item in the spe i ation is the salary spe i ation:
(27)

(28)

(29)

text:sem(salary,Va ) ! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,
[','℄, n(_):Sal, line_break # salary_rate(Va ,Rate),
salary(Va ,Sal).
text:sem(salary,Va ) ! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,
[','℄, ['amount not spe ified'℄, line_break #
salary_rate(Va ,Rate).
text:sem(salary,_)

!

[℄.

The rst rule generates a prepositional phrase indi ating the `salary rate' (e.g.,
`per month'), a

omma, and a noun phrase spe ifying the `salary' (e.g. `2000

SEK'), where `salary' is a logi al
`salary amount' and `salary

onstru t

urren y' via

omposed of the database

on epts

onditions in the logi al database inter-

fa e. The se ond rule generates the same kind of prepositional phrase spe ifying
the rate, but followed by a pie e of
third rule again

overs the

anned text: `amount not spe ied'. The

ase when no spe i ation

an be generated.

Given the text stru ture rules outlined in this se tion, together with phrase
stru ture rules and a suitable lexi on, we
from the generation goal

6 Note

an now generate the following text

full_ad:sem(va an y,173) (given the database above).

again the Prolog list notation where [X|Y℄ denotes a list with head X and tail Y.
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<h1>Ar hite t in Göteborg</h1>
<h2>Spe ifi ations</h2>
<b>Edu ation:</b> higher se ondary edu ation<br>
<b>Experien e:</b> at least 2 years experien e<br>
<b>Salary:</b> per month, 20000 SEK<br>

(30)

In this example, formatting properties su h as boldfa e and dierent heading
levels have been en oded with HTML tags, sin e the ads are meant to be displayed in web pages. And while other appli ations may have other requirements,
it is still the

ase that most realisti

appli ations require some sort of text en-

oding. In keeping with the general philosophy of the integrated approa h, we
handle this aspe t of generation using the same kind of grammar that is used to
des ribe phrase stru ture and text stru ture. As an illustration, here are some
of the rules needed to realize the text above:

!

(31)

line_break

(32)

heading1(Item)

(33)

bold(Item)

Note that in the

!

['<br>'℄.

!

['<h1>'℄, Item, ['</h1>'℄.

['<b>'℄, Item, ['</b>'℄.

ase of fun tor

ategories like

heading1 and bold,

the format-

ting rules have to be integrated with the rest of the grammar in order to allow
the expansion of whatever
egory.

ategory o

urs as the argument of the fun tor

at-

This means that, although we have presented phrase stru ture rules,

text stru ture rules and formatting rules in separate se tions, they are really
dierent parts of the same integrated grammar.

4

Text Realization

Given a generalized text grammar of the kind outlined in the previous se tion,
we still fa e the problem of

hoosing whi h rules to apply in a given situation.
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For this we have developed the following simple algorithm:



Given a generation goal G:
1. Sele t the most spe i

rule R whose head unies with G.

2. Try to prove the domain
3. If su

onstraints asso iated with R.

essful, apply R; else sele t the next most spe i

rule whose

head unies with G and go to 2.
Now, suppose we want to pro ess the generation goal

text:sem(salary,173),

i. e., we want to generate a pie e of text des ribing the salary

onditions of

va an y 173. In our example grammar, we have three rules that might be used
to do this:

7 In addition, we have to de ide in whi h order to pro ess sequentially ordered generation
goals. This hoi e, however, does not ae t the out ome of the generation pro ess.
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(34)

(35)

(36)

text:sem(salary,Va ) ! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,
[','℄, n(_):Sal, line_break # salary_rate(Va ,Rate),
salary(Va ,Sal).
text:sem(salary,Va ) ! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,
[','℄, ['amount not spe ified'℄, line_break #
salary_rate(Va ,Rate).
text:sem(salary,_)

!

[℄.

These rules are ordered here with respe t to the spe i ity
rule is most spe i

level; the se ond is less spe i

be ause it only gives information about pay

rate, but it is nevertheless more spe i
empty text

riterion; the rst

be ause it gives information about both pay rate and salary
than the last one, whi h generates the

ontaining no information at all. Hen e, a

ording the realization

algorithm, the rules should be tried in this order.
Now, suppose the state of the job database is as given below:
(37)

job_type(173,120).
lo ation(173,'Göteborg').
edu ation(173,7).
experien e(173,2).
salary_amount(173,20000).
salary_ urren y(173,'SEK').
salary_rate(173,3).

Then the

onditions asso iated with the rst rule may be proven, and the vari-

Rate and Sal will be instantiated (via the logi al database interfa e) to the
terms sem(salary_rate,3) and sem(rest(amount, urren y),rest(2000,'SEK')),
ables

respe tively, and the following text will eventually be generated:
(38)

<b>Salary:</b> per month, 2000 SEK<br>

But suppose instead the database only

ontains the following fa ts (i. e., sup-

pose there is no information about salary level or
(39)

urren y):

job_type(173,120).
lo ation(173,'Göteborg').
edu ation(173,7).
experien e(173,2).
salary_rate(173,3).

Then the database

onditions asso iated with the rst rule

(be ause there is no obje t

Sal

su h that

annot be satised

salary(Sal,173)

is true) and the

se ond rule will be used instead, produ ing the following text des ribing salary:
(40)

<b>Salary:</b> per month, amount not spe ified<br>

Finally, suppose the database does not

ontain any information about pay rate

either. In that

an be used, whi h in a tual fa t means

ase only the third rule

that the pie e of text des ribing salary is suppressed in the resulting job advert.
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This example illustrates an important aspe t of the exibility of

onstraint-

based text realization, namely how the same generation goal pro essed with the
same grammar and the same algorithm may result in dierent texts depending
on the information available in the domain model. Moreover, the algorithm used
may be motivated by an appeal to general pragmati
[Gri e 1975, Gri e 1989℄, we

amounts to the same thing as trying to make your
as is required (Maxim of Quantity).
onstraints are satised of

prin iples. E hoing Gri e

ould say that trying rules in order of spe i ity
ontribution as informative

And only applying rules whose domain

ourse means not saying that whi h you believe to

be false (Maxim of Quality).
Finally, we would like to point out that the algorithm used in text realization
imposes



ertain

onditions on the form of the grammar:

For every possible generation goal G (where G has the form C or C :S )
there must be a non-empty set of rules

f

R1 ; : : :; Rn

g

and a spe i ity

relation > su h that:
1.
2.
3.

8 [
8
98 [

where

i; j Ri >Rj

! =
^
℄ !
^ Con ( ) = fg℄

^

Rj >Ri ℄

i; j; k [Ri >Rj
i j Rj >Ri

i

Rj >Rk

j

Ri >Rk

Ri

Con ( ) is the set of domain
Ri

onstraints asso iated with rule Ri .

Conditions 12 ensure that the spe i ity relation is a weak ordering relation,
while

ondition 3 requires there to be at least one rule whi h is minimal with re-

spe t to this ordering (i. e., whi h is less spe i
has no domain

onstraints. The latter

ization pro ess always su

than all other rules) and whi h

ondition guarantees that the text real-

eeds, irrespe tive of the state of the domain model.

Note also that we do not require the spe i ity relation to be a stri t ordering, whi h means that there
spe i

an be a non-deterministi

hoi e between equally

rules, a possibility that we have exploited, e. g., in the weather fore ast

appli ation to randomly generate paraphrases in order to in rease variation in
the texts produ ed.

5

Comparisons

Having presented in some detail the approa h of
tion, we will now pro eed to a

onstraint-based text realiza-

omparison with other available methods for text

generation. We will take as our main point of departure a re ent state-of-the-art
arti le by Ehud Reiter and Robert Dale [Reiter & Dale 1997℄.

5.1
A

The State of the Art in Natural Language Generation

ording to [Reiter & Dale 1997℄, the most

ommon ar hite ture in present-

day NLG systems is a three-stage pipeline with the following stages:
1. Text planning
2. Senten e planning
3. Linguisti

realization
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Text planning usually

ombines the tasks of

ourse planning in order to
generation goal.

ontent determination and dis-

onstru t a text plan from a suitably represented

The senten e planning step involves su h tasks as senten e

aggregation, referring expression generation, and sometimes lexi alization, and
aims at

onverting text plans into senten e plans. Linguisti

realization, nally,

onverts the senten e plans into surfa e text through synta ti , morphologi al
and orthographi

pro essing. Thus, the

omplete list of NLG tasks that Reiter

and Dale dis uss is the following ( f. [Reiter & Dale 1997℄, se tion 4.1):
1. Content determination
2. Dis ourse planning
3. Senten e aggregation
4. Lexi alization
5. Referring expression generation
6. Linguisti

realization

Although the detailed ar hite ture and the number of a tual modules may dier
from one system to the other, there seems to be two

ommonly shared assump-

tions here; rst, that the problem of natural language generation requires a modular approa h; and se ondly, that

ontent determination should pre ede stru -

tural realization in the generation pro ess. The latter assumption was even more
pronoun ed in the old traditional way of dividing the generation task into deep
(strategi ) generation, or determining `what to say', and surfa e (ta ti ) genertion, or determining `how to say it' (see, e. g., [M Keown & Swartout 1988℄).
Nevertheless, as indi ated in the introdu tion, we think that
text realization

ontrasts with the majority of

8

onstraint-based

urrent approa hes along both

these dimensions, i. e., in being non-modular and stru ture-driven.

We will

therefore fo us on these two aspe ts in the following.

5.2

Modularization vs. Integration

One of the distin tive features of

onstraint-based text realization is that it

merges the levels of text and senten e pro essing, whi h

ompletely obviates

the need for intermediate representations or interfa es between modules. Now,
we are

ertainly not the rst to propose a non-modular approa h to natural

language generation. Perhaps the most well-known example of this in the literature is Appelt's KAMP system [Appelt 1985℄, whi h uses a single knowledge
representation formalism to en ode all the knowledge needed to plan and produ e utteran es. Another point in

ommon is that logi al representations play

a key role in both frameworks, but apart from that the approa hes are rather
dierent. While Appelt uses an AI planning paradigm and extends this to aspe ts of linguisti

realization, we start from the grammars used in linguisti

realization and extends them to typi al planning tasks. So, in a way, you
say that our approa h is the

ould

omplete opposite of Appelt's.

8 In fa t, the priority of ontent seems to implied already by the anaphori use of it in `how
to say it'.
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Our approa h to text planning has mu h more in

of

s hemas

[M Keown 1985, Kittredge

are

stru ture rules

et al

1991℄.

s hemas, spe ifying how a

onstru ted in terms of smaller

ommon with the use

In fa t, many of our text

ertain kind of text should be

onstituents. What is dierent, though, is that

we have integrated these rules into the same framework that is used to des ribe
senten e stru ture, using a single formal representation and a single pro ess of
text realization, whi h means that some of the traditional generation tasks, su h
as senten e aggregation, be omes superuous.

5.3

Content-driven vs. Stru ture-driven Approa hes

As noted earlier, almost all existing approa hes to text generation assumes that
ontent determination pre edes stru tural realization. To a
is of

ertain extent, this

ourse true also of our approa h, sin e the generation pro ess always starts

from a goal of the form C :S , where C is a synta ti
representation of the text to be generated.
very non-spe i

representation of

ategory and S is a semanti

In most

ases, however, this is a

ontent  in the job ad appli ation it only

ontains the unique database identier of the va an y to be des ribed  and
most of the detailed

ontent is a tually determined as a side ee t of applying

grammar rules in order to realize a text.
Exaggerating somewhat, we
NLG tasks under linguisti

ould say that we have subsumed all the other

realization.

That is, on e we have a generation

goal, we immediately start the realization pro ess by applying grammar rules.
Sin e most of the rules have domain
pro ess will be guided by semanti
be arti ulated depending on the

onstraints asso iated with them, this

onditions determining how the

ontent will

urrent state of the domain model.

But the

driving for e is the stru tural realization of a text through the appli ation of
grammar rules, and in this sense the approa h deserves to be
driven, although it might be more a

alled stru ture-

urate to say that stru ture and

ontent

are developed in parallel.
Regardless of how we des ribe it, however, the ee t of this methodology
is that the tasks of

ontent determination, lexi alization and referring expres-

sion generation will not be performed prior to linguisti
in

realization but rather

onjun tion with it, through the appli ation of rules guided by domain

straints. In this respe t, our approa h resembles more simplisti

on-

template-based

approa hes to generation, and some people might even argue that the former
is only a variant of the latter.

But we think there are important dieren es.

First, although the grammar formalism allows easy integration of both

anned

text and templates, it is nevertheless a grammar formalism, whi h means that
linguisti

phenomena su h as agreement and sub ategorization

in a systemati

and prin ipled fashion. Se ondly, the systemati

representations in grammar rules, whi h is

an be handled
use of semanti

ru ial in the evaluation of domain

onstraints, ensures that the system has a transparent semanti s, whi h is usually not true of simple template-based systems.
one of the attra tions of

Nevertheless, it is

lear that

onstraint-based text realization lies pre isely in the

fa t that it allows the integration of template- and grammar-based generation,
a feature whi h has been pointed out as a key to e ient but exible systems in
the future [Hovy
realization

et al

1995℄. In pra ti e, this means that

onstraint-based text

an preserve the simpli ity and e ien y inherent in template-based

methods while adding exibility and reusability. We will have more to say about
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this in the next se tion.

6

Limitations and Possibilities

Even though we believe that

onstraint-based text realization is a useful method

for many text generation appli ations, it should be obvious that it is more
limited in s ope than systems adopting spe ialized te hniques for all the tasks
traditionally involved in text planning and senten e planning. This gives rise to
two important and related questions:
1. What

hara terizes the

lass of appli ations for whi h

onstraint-based

text realization is a useful method?
2. What exa tly are the advantages of using the method for those appli ations?
Although a
we

onsiderable amount of testing and resear h is still needed before

an give pre ise answers to these questions  partly be ause the useful-

ness of

any

NLG te hnique for a given appli ation is not yet very well under-

stood [Reiter & Dale 1997℄  we will

lose the report by presenting our

urrent

thoughts on these issues.
First of all, we believe that

onstraint-based text realization is most useful

when the texts to be generated

an be broken down into synta ti o-semanti

sub-units (paragraphs, list items, table rows, senten es, phrases, et .)
satisfy the following
1.

that

onditions:

Pre-xed order:

The order between sub-units is either

ompletely xed

or subje t only to small and predi table variation.
2.

Context-insensitivity:

The internal stru ture of sub-units is relatively

insensitive to the presen e or absen e, as well as the stru ture and

ontent,

of other sub-units.
Note here that the

ondition of a pre-xed order does not require that the same

kind of text unit always

onsists of the same number of sub-units, only that

when we have a parti ular set of sub-units they

an be sequentially ordered

without reasoning about their internal stru ture or

ontent. In fa t, allowing

an expe ted sub-unit to be suppressed when relevant information is la king is
easily a hieved, as we have seen in previous se tions. The point is simply that
this should not ae t the ordering of remaining units.
Con erning the se ond
ivity to

ondition, it may be pointed out that the insensit-

ontext applies only to linguisti

ontext and means, for example, that

onstraint-based text realization is not
relations abound.

Extra-textual

handled by the domain

onvenient for texts where anaphori

ontext

onstraints, on the other hand, are

onstraints asso iated with grammar rules.

Texts that satisfy these two

9

onditions might be des ribed as having a semi-

rigid stru ture, whi h means that they

onsist of a more or less xed sequen e

of elements, some of whi h may be missing, but where the internal stru ture of

9 In prin iple, it would be possible to handle intra-textual ontext onstraints in the same
way, but we suspe t that it would be ome very umbersome very soon, although this is really
an empiri al question.
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ea h element is not (heavily) dependent on the other elements in the sequen e.
The texts o

urring in the appli ations we have been working with so far (job

ads, weather fore asts, CVs)

learly satisfy these

onditions to a high degree,

and we believe there are many other pra ti al appli ations where this is also
the

ase. And this is the reason why we think the stru ture-driven approa h

has a lot to oer. When generating texts where the most predi table and stable
properties reside in their (hierar hi al and sequential) stru ture, it simply makes
most sense to start from the stru tural side in order to arti ulate the
This brings us to the advantages of

believe that, for appli ations satisfying the
proa h
1.

ontent.

onstraint-based text realization.

We

onditions outlined above, this ap-

an oer the following desirable properties:

Simpli ity:

For anyone familiar with

onstraint-based grammar (and

semanti s), the transparen y of the formalism makes for easy and qui k
development, whi h means fewer errors and less development time.
2.

E ien y:

The absen e of pipe-lined modules, interfa es and intermedi-

ate representations makes the generation pro ess very e ient, whi h is
often important in large-s ale pra ti al appli ations where large amounts
of text have to be generated with reasonable speed.
3.

Flexibility: The possibility of integrating

anned text and templates into

full-edged grammar rules gives great exibility in grammar development,
i. e., you

an use the full power of uni ation-based grammars when you

need it, but you are not for ed to use it when something mu h simpler is
quite su ient.
4.

Reusability:

Be ause of the transparen y of grammar rules, it is often

possible to reuse portions of old grammars in developing new appli ations
or in porting an old appli ation to a new language and/or domain model.
The rst two properties stand in

ontrast to the more ambitious state-of-the-art

te hniques, while the third and fourth distinguish our approa h from the old
`qui k and dirty' methods based on

anned text and templates.

Reiter and Mellish have argued that what they
te hniques are appropriate as long as

all `intermediate' generation

orresponding `in-depth' approa hes are

poorly understood, less e ient or more

ostly to develop [Reiter & Mellish 1993℄.

Busemann and Hora ek go one step further and

laim that what they

all `shal-

low' te hniques are not only useful as a substitute for in-depth methods, but are
a tually preferable for many small appli ations, provided they oer enough exibility and reusability [Busemann & Hora ek 1998℄. We tend to share this view,
and we think our own approa h ts well into Busemann and Hora ek's

ategory

of exible shallow generation te hniques. In fa t, our methodology has many
things in

ommon with the approa h presented in [Busemann & Hora ek 1998℄,

although their approa h is more
ularity vs. integration and

7
In

onservative with respe t to the issues of mod-

ontent-driven vs. stru ture-driven generation.

Con lusions
on lusion, let us try to summarize what we take to be the weak and the

strong points of

onstraint-based text realization.
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On the negative side, we

have observed that our approa h is mainly suitable for appli ations where the
generated texts have a semi-rigid stru ture and where text elements are fairly
insensitive to (textual)

ontext.

On the positive side, we have

laimed that

there are substantial gains in using this approa h when suitable, gains in ease
and speed of development, e ien y of pro essing, exibility in realization te hniques, and reusability of resour es. Finally, we have expressed our support for
the view, stated in [Busemann & Hora ek 1998℄, that there is a real need for
what might be
that

alled `qui k and

lean' methods of generation, i. e., methods

ombine the simpli ity and e ien y of the old

ad ho

te hniques with

some of the exibility and generality of the more theoreti al approa hes.
hope that our own work may

We

ontribute to the fullment of that need.
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